
 GEELONG
Geelong is Australia’s 
first and only UNESCO 

City of Design, designated 
in 2017. The Ford Motor 

Company established its 
Geelong chassis facility in 

1925, spearheading the City’s 
manufacture of engines and au-

tomotive components including 
windscreens, brakes and seating for 

local and international supply chains. 
At its height, automotive related activity 

including tractors for farming was Geelong’s 
largest employing sector.  In more recent times 

Geelong’s automotive footprint has transitioned from 
mass production lines to advanced design and en-
gineering excellence still carried out by Ford, and leads 
cutting edge research into carbon fibre, technology, 
research and development and materials design.
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AROND
MOBILTYARO ND MOBIL TY

Around Mobility is an overview of mobility projects carried out in UNESCO Creative 
Cities of Design. This call for projects draws a portrait of the research carried out by 
designers and companies through the UNESCO network, and outlines the 
transversality of the issues raised by the question of the mobilities of the 
future.

This overview follow the rythm of a changing sector and reveals the 
internationality of the question of mobility. It is a social, political and 
ecological issue that also concerns territories and their singularities. The Cité 
du design is part of this reflection and has joined forces with desi-gners to 
conduct a survey among citizens in the form of an interactive interface, Mister D, 
in order to open up the debate and link the players in the mobility sector with 
the plurality of their users.

CAPE TOWN
As the first UNESCO Creative City of Design in Africa and 
only World Design Capital on the continent, Cape Town 
focusses on applying transformative design to address 
urban challenges. Cape Town intends to build a more 
inclusive, integrated and vibrant city through trans-
port and mobility, deliberately emphasising people-fo-
cused design and people-focused engagement. Key 
to achieving spatial transformation is transit-oriented 
development that prescribes how new developments 
across Cape Town should address apartheid spatial 
inequality, urbanisation and the high cost of public 
transport, while also stimulating economic growth. 

GRAZ
The future of mobility is at home in Graz, Austria’s only 
UNESCO City of Design so far. Almost all vehicles on 
roads across the globe are sure to feature one compo-

nent that is “made in Styria”. Six large flagship com-
panies and over 300 partner enterprises with 

a workforce totalling more than 70,000 are 
key to the mobility industry today. They 

generate an annual turnover of more 
than 17 billion euros with an R&D 

rate of over 12 percent. A dense 
network of universities, univer-

sities of applied sciences and 
other company-based trai-
ning facilities in the greater 
area of Graz guarantees 
sustainable technology 
and production exper-
tise, as well as worldwide 
sought-after design 
competence. Styria is 
also home to the first 
proving ground for au-
tonomous driving in 
Austria.

SAINT-ÉTIENNE
Saint-Étienne is the only French UNESCO Creative 
City of Design, joining the network in 2010. Thanks to 
concrete initiatives such as the Biennale Internatio-
nale Design Saint-Étienne, the research platform of 
the Cité du design and Saint-Étienne Higher School 
of Art and Design (ESADSE) has adopted design as a 
driver for urban transformation and economic deve-
lopment. Saint-Étienne is distinguished particularly in 
terms of mobility thanks to actors with high automo-
tive potential, such as the Cara automobile, Viaméca, 
Cimes, Mecaloire clusters and Michelin. Considering 
design as a catalyst for the creative potential of all, 
the city is reinventing itself, leading its numerous small 
and medium-sized enterprises to innovation such as 
Flexitech Europe, Notin and Ducarme and improving 
the quality of its citizens’ urban living environment.

KORTRIJK
Since 2017, Kortrijk is the first and only UNESCO Crea-
tive City of Design in Belgium. The creative manufac-
turing industry and design thinking have been going 
hand in hand for decades in this region that is situated 
on a central crossroad in the heart of Europe. It all 
started in the Middle Ages, with the flax industry that 
gained a worldwide reputation for excellence. In spite 
of numerous setbacks, or perhaps because of them, 
the textile industry in our region survived and ma-
naged to transform itself into a creative manufacturing 
industry, comprising a variety of sectors such as new 
materials and communication technologies. Many 
of today’s innovations in textiles, plastics, mecha-
nical engineering and mechatronics developed 
by companies such as Sioen Industries, Magnax, 
Recticel, Isomo and Bekaert are being used in 
the automotive industry. And Addax Motors, 
for example, develops and produces electric 
small vans for municipalities, industrial and re-
creational areas. The city, region and the edu-
cational institutions constantly develop ideas 
for future mobility. Our main strength is that 
we can test new ideas on a human scale.

DETROIT
Detroit is the first and only UNESCO City of 
Design in the United States since 2015. With a 
highly skilled workforce, cutting-edge research 
and development facilities and top-notch insti-
tutions of higher education and the most dense 
automotive supply chain in the world, Detroit, 
Michigan is the automotive industry capital of the 
world. 96 of the top 100 automotive suppliers to Nor-
th America have a presence in Michigan, and 60 are 
headquartered here, including the Big Three. Collec-
tively these firms employ over 360,000 workers and 
contribute $225 Billion to Michigan’s economy annually. 

PUEBLA
On December 11, 2015 Puebla was designated as an 
UNESCO Creative City of Design, an acknowledgment 
of its potential based on education, industry, innova-
tion and design. The recognition granted by UNESCO 
opened the door to multiple manifestations and initiatives 
focused on improvement of the social environment 
and urban ustainability. The result of the multisectoral 
pact is visible, a growth of 400% in the number of 
companies in the creative sector, more than 29 thousand 
direct jobs generated by the creative industries and the 
consolidation of Puebla as the country’s educational 
cluster. Regarding the automotive sector, Puebla has a 
very famous museum Puebla Automobile Museum and 
has the largest Volkswagen plant in the world right 
after the Wolfsburg plant. This plant was inaugurated 
in 1964 and has manufactured almost all the VW Beetles 
in the world since 1968. They also have an AUDI plant 
that manufactures Q5’s for most of the world that was 
inaugurated in. Because of this, Puebla is one of the 
most important clusters in Mexico for the auto industry 
and its auto supplychain in one of the most 
important in their country.  
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1   KORTRIJK
VOLKSWAGEN

The collective
LAST YEAR STUDENTS IN PRODUCT DESIGN, 
GAME DESIGN AND DIGITAL DESIGN  
OF UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOWEST

This interdisciplinary project focuses on wicked pro-
blems of our society. Twelve students, working to-
gether for sixteen weeks, tackle industry cases and 
challenge conventional workflows. Each student takes 
on a specific role and works in-and outside their own 
expertise. With Volkswagen, they find out what auto-
nomous driving really means? We will no longer drive 
the car, it will drive us and help us with a wide ar-
range of tasks like shopping or dropping off kids, but 
also managing our calendar, responding to e-mails, 
booking activities, suggesting holiday locations… How 
will this impact the relationship we have with this pro-
duct? And how big is the social impact of this product 
in our lives? How near will we let the car/product come 
to us? Go to see The Collective - A Howest and Volk-
swagen collaboration’s video on Youtube

2   SAINT-ÉTIENNE
MICHELIN AND CITÉ DU DESIGN

« Connected » 
Living Labs
DAYM BEN HAMIDI (DESIGNER FOR THE FIRST 
EDITION), MATHILDE CHEVALLIER (DESIGNER 
FOR THE SECOND EDITION), MIKAËL MANGYOKU 
(PROJECT COORDINATION) 

On 2017, a project called ‘Safe and Drive’ has been 
launched by Michelin. The project revolves around a de-
vice that sends an automatic emergency signal in case 
of car collision. The device itself plugs itself into the 
cigarette lighter outlet present in most cars. Michelin’s 
goal was to imagine additional services that could be 
embedded in ‘Safe and drive’. The Cité du design and 
Michelin thus collaborated in two editions of a Living 
Lab where the greater public and Michelin collaborators 
co created new scenarios. The first edition took place 
during the 2017 Biennale Internationale Design Saint-
Étienne and the second one in 2018 in Michelin HQ. 
Compiled scenarios have been classified in three fami-
lies care, coach ans network, and prioritized by Michelin 
collaborators (R&D, marketing, executives…) in order to 
help them transform these scenarios into actual solutions. 

3   DETROIT

Unleashing 
Expression
YEONGSOO CHOI
COLLEGE FOR CREATIVE STUDIES MFA 
TRANSPORTATION DESIGN

Automotive design as a process has been developing 
for over a century. For the majority of that time, it has 
typically involved beginning with 2D sketching of ideas 
and then translating these into 3D volumes & surfaces. 
As a result of this process, a bias has evolved towards 
‘line and from’ being the dominant emphasis of vehicle 
design. In the fashion design industry, however, color, 
material, graphic pattern, and texture are all as likely as 
line or form to receive thematic emphasis. This thesis 
explores how advanced 2D/3D polygonal software can 
help pioneer new hybrid design processes that will usher 
in a new era of unlimited expression for vehicle design. 

What if the future of mobility lies in redefining car uses? Without ever 
abandoning it, it promises to become intelligent, electric, autonomous 
and as a service.
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4   GRAZ
SIEMENS MOBILITY

All for one 
MOODLEY INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, 
DANIEL HUBER

One for all is a system of compact EXO units for the 
transport of passengers and goods that is compa-
tible with very different carrier systems. The standar-
dized units follow a uniform dimension system. The 
elements based on this grid can be used individually 
or in combination with each other for a wide variety 
of purposes. While the exterior dimensions are preser-
ved, the interior of the pods is flexible and can even 
be personalized. Thus, the individual passenger cabin, 
which travels and switches between different means 
of transport together with its owner, is just as possible 
as combined units for public transport or plain freight 
containers. Applications in trains or cable cars have 
been considered as well as the potential use with fu-
ture street or drone carrier systems.

5   DETROIT

Autopia
DONG WANG, COLLEGE FOR CREATIVE STUDIES 
MFA TRANSPORTATION DESIGN STUDENT

In the year 2050, as autonomous, shared, service- 
oriented mobility becomes the norm it is easy to as-
sume vehicles in such a system would be designed as 
optimized commodities. This raises the question that 
if personal vehicle ownership disappears will there no 
longer be a need for personal preference or therefore 
vehicle aesthetics at all? This thesis posits that the 
exact opposite could be true. That vehicles in such a 
future scenario might actually become more expres-
sive than ever before precisely because they are not 
owned. Vehicles part of city-wide fleets could be spe-
cifically designed to not only match the exact packa-
ging and functional needs a customer may have at any 
given hour in the day but even to suit a particular oc-
casion or mood they may be in at any given moment.

6   DETROIT
COLLEGE FOR CREATIVE STUDIES BFA 

TRANSPORTATION DESIGN 
CLASS SPONSORED BY MICHELIN

Block Chain 
Mobility
ANDREW NYMEYER

This new Blockchain Mobility System (BMS) would put 
more responsibility on the users of the system by cau-
sing them to purchase a block (theoretical scooter) 
within the blockchain of scooters. The owner would 
purchase a scooter, when their block expires they 
would be encouraged to purchase a new one to stren-
gthen the chain and continue participating in the sys-
tem. This system could encourage more responsible 
users. While the user’s block is activated, they would 
be able to take as many rides as they wanted. Excelo-
rators in the scooters would make it possible to verify 
how the scooter is used. If the participant appears 
to be damaging it, their block would expire more ra-
pidly. The Shared Economy has been implemented 
gradually by dropping each system into the ecosystem 
unannounced, creating dependence through conve-
nience. The system eventually becomes a vital part of 
the transportation ecosystem.

The mobility of the future will be inclusive and shared! To reduce the 
carbon footprint of our travel and promote inclusion, some envision  
a world where the personal vehicle is replaced by collective mobility. 
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7   DETROIT
MOGO

Adaptive MoGo
MOGO, A NONPROFIT AFFILIATE 
OF THE DOWNTOWN DETROIT PARTNERSHIP

Adaptive MoGo offers cycling options for riders of all 
abilities! With 13 different cycles, Adaptive MoGo ac-
commodates a wide range of rider needs identified 
through a co-creation design process. Kyra, a 13-year 
old girl with cerebral palsy, attended one of MoGo’s 
Demo Days on the Detroit Riverwalk. A staff member 
from Programs to Educate All Cyclists, a partner of 
Adaptive MoGo, found the right adaptive cycle (a re-
cumbent tricycle) to fit Kyra’s needs, and she was ri-
ding within minutes of getting set up. This was her 
first time riding a bicycle - prior to Adaptive MoGo, 
she did not have access to the type of cycle that met 
her needs. 53 reservation rides have been taken on the 
cycles, and an additional 93 rides were taken through 
four Demo Days on the Detroit Riverwalk. Adaptive 
MoGo is one of the first accessible bikeshare programs 
in the United States.

8   PUEBLA
LEOPOLDO M. ORTIZ-PARRA / CEO

LM&TH Electric 
Tricycle
LM&TH AUTOMOVILES

LM&TH Automoviles is a very recognized design firm 
based in Puebla which has been designing parts and 
whole vehicles for the most important automotive 
companies but has also designed and developed a 
whole range of electric vehicles such as cars, bicy-
cles, tricycles, race cars, and buses. We have chosen to 
showcase their tricycle for its versatility because the 
base model has been designed to transform itself into 
a three seater, a taxi, a pickup, a delivery truck and a 
special vehicle for disabled persons.

9   KORTRIJK
ADDAX MOTORS

Addax Motors
COMPANY ADDAX MOTORS

Today, urban centers are overcrowded by vehicles that 
ensure our mobility but also the delivery of our goods 
and services. Up to 50% of the emissions of CO2 and 
NOX fine particles are attributed to the freight and 
logistics vehicles. These emissions are responsible for 
reducing our lifetime by 8 months on average Addax 
Motors is convinced that the mobility in our cities will 
soon be ensured by smart, customizable, small elec-
tric vehicles since they allow clean, silent and efficient 
transport of goods and services. The Addax MT10 and 
MT15n models are completely designed and assem-
bled in Belgium. The models benefit as standard from 
an on-board communicating electronic support that 
allows a diagnosis to be made at any time. The lithium-
iron-phosphate batteries that do not contain tradi-
tional rare metals (cobalt, manganese), are therefore 
more environmentally friendly and do not pose any 
risk of overheating.

It is impossible to think about future mobility without including eco- 
logical issues. Thus, to solve the environmental crisis, some communities 
are counting on access to soft mobility.
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10  SAINT-ÉTIENNE
LOIRE DEPARTMENT 

Numéribus
DESIGNERS : ISABELLE DAËRON, 
ÉLODIE CARDINAUD

The Numéribus project is a mobile service box whose 
mission is to reach remote rural audiences to facilitate 
their daily lives through access to culture and digital 
services. It is a continuation of the library projects and 
a first version of Numéribus already in circulation in 
the department, focusing on the culture and discove-
ry of the resources of the departmental media library. 
The project is required to expand this cultural offer 
and to think of a transversal system that is the mobile 
relay of departmental public services, in isolated ter-
ritories with a focus on supporting residents in online 
administrative procedures and combating the lack of 
access to social rights. It has opened the horizons of 
the initial political order solely focused on e-govern-
ment by showing how it is possible to operate coope-
rative dynamics more globally at different scales, in a 
coconstructive and bottom-up.

11   PUEBLA
ADMINISTRATION SCHOOL BUAP UNIVERSITY

Pitchbus
BUAP UNIVERSITY

In the campus of the BUAP State University in the city 
of Puebla, which is a university with more than 85,000 
students, there is a bus service. Part of these buses 
run around the very large campus, a group of students 
from the School of Administration convinced the dean 
to give them one of the buses which they turned into 
The Pitch Bus. It takes the bus close to 45 minutes in 
its route around the campus which is the perfect time 
for a pitch for an innovative idea. Students can chose 
to wait for the pitch bus to listen to a presentation 
from one of the students or take any other bus. They 
came out with this idea to promote entrepeneurship 
in the university. It has been a great success with stu-
dents from all the different school that not only wait 
for the pitch bus to ride to move around but also for 
listening to the pitch or give one.

The access to mobility is a social issue at the heart of public policy.  
To enable inclusive mobility, local authorities are organizing themselves 
to ensure a strong network of local areas.
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12  KORTRIJK
CITY OF KORTRIJK 

North-south axis
COLLECTIVE OF DESIGNERS

The North-South axis is an important mobility artery 
through Kortrijk. It is a continuous strip of open and 
closed spaces that runs straight through the city. The 
city of Kortrijk and Designregio Kortrijk brought to-
gether a collective of designers to look for solutions 
on how to better involve this district in the city centre. 
What could this North-South axis look like in the fu-
ture? Which new hotspots will arise along the axis? 
How will people move on and around the axis? What 
about the church, the hospital, the park? Imagine that: 
cars wouldn’t get a place, the tunnel gets a roof, vil-
lage feeling returns, gardens become parks, split buil-
dings to let cyclists through and the city is surrounded 
by a bicycle ring. Nine designers with different profiles 
(architects, product designers, illustrators, garden ar-
chitects, etc.) and a heart for Kortrijk gave their image 
of how the axis would change.

13   GEELONG
CITY OF GREATER GEELONG 

Geelong Clever and 
Creative Corridor
The project establish sustainable transport within new 
neighbourhoods. The project is envisaged as a tree-
lined, boulevard style transit corridor that prioritises 
public transport, walking and cycling between schools 
and community facilities, sports grounds and local 
parks in each neighbourhood. The corridor will be de-
signed with ‘interim’ and ‘ultimate’ configurations. The 
interim configuration allows for a dedicated, separated, 
commuter-style shared path and landscaping within 
the median reserve. Active transport movements will 
be encouraged and prioritised to promote ‘mode shift’ 
from private vehicles at the outset. Public transport 
movements will be catered for via ‘bus capable’ car-
riageways shared by all vehicles. The ultimate configu-
ration allows for dedicated, separated public transport 
and landscaping within the median reserve. 

14   CAPE TOWN
OPEN STREETS CAPE TOWN 

Open Streets 
Cape Town
CITIZEN-LED ADVOCACY ORGANISATION 

OSCT brings people together from five parts of Cape 
Town (Woodstock, Bellville, City Centre, Langa and 
Mitchells Plain), to turn streets into places of connec-
tion and belonging that break down social barriers 
and build a sense of community; helping to create 
a connected, safe and inclusive city. We actively de-
monstrate this potential in order to change behaviour 
and shift the culture of streets and public space, as 
well as the policies and processes around them. We 
work to achieve our vision through citizen-driven Open 
Streets Days, ongoing advocacy work and collabo-
ration with partners. Our flagship programme is the 
Open Streets (OS) Day, which brings people together 
to experience an alternative reality where streets are 
inclusive, vibrant, safe and integrated; as well as being 
platforms for sustainable mobility, creative expression, 
local cultures and values, activism, economic oppor-
tunities and healthy recreation.

Drawing the future of mobility also means rethinking our cities. Built 
around the automotive object, urban spaces are reinventing themselves 
to provide more “green space”, bicycles and pedestrians, and imagine 
new networks to facilitate access to its services.




